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McLaurin And James To Head Student Body
I'

Seven Student Council Members Named
As 1,424 Students Turn Out To Vote

Tiger Brotherhood Elects]
Officers For Next Year
Stovall Will Head
Honorary Frat
James H. Stoyall, civil engineering junior of Elberton, Ga.,
was elected president of Tiger
Brotherhood at a meeting neld
March 28.
Named to the post of vice-president was J. E. Padgett, pre-med
junior of Ridgeland. H. E. McLeod, agricultural engineering
junior of Rembert, was elected
secretary, and F. E. Gaulden, architecture junior of Laurens was
named treasurer.
These men assumed their duties
at a meeting on April 11.
Tiger Brotherhood, honorary
leadership fraternity, will have
its annual banquet on Tuesday,
April 25 in Greenville.
Lady guests of members and
wives of honorary members will
be present.
Mr. J. J. Lever will be the
main speaker.
Tribute will be paid at the
banquet to Professor J. LJ Marshall for his efforts in institution
the Brotherhood and for his continued interest and support.

13 Scholarships To
Be Given Freshmen
Thirteen freshman scholarships,
each worth $150, will be offered
at Clemson beginning September
4, by the Sears Roebuck Company.
Competitive examinations will
be given in each congressional
district in South Carolina around
July 15. The scholarships are
limited to boys of South Carolina
who have had farm experience.
The - applicants must also be in
the upper third of their graduating high school class. Detailed
information on the scholarships
can be obtained from the Superintendent of Education in each
county in the state, or the County Agricultural Agents.
Application for the scholarships
must be received by the Sears
Scholarship committee at Clemson before June 1, according to
Professor D. B. Rosenkrans,
Chairman of the Committee at
Clemson.
Clemson students are urged to
inform high school students in
their home towns of these opportunities.

A. Harrison McLaurin, rising arts and sciences senior
from Bennettsville, was elected to serve as next year's president of the Student Body, and John H. James, mechanical
engineering junior from Statesville, was named vice-president in an election held Monday. The poles, located in front
of the Y. M. C. A., opened to all students at 8:30 a. m., and
closed at 7 p: m.
♦

Student Council members selected in this election are Jackie
W. Calvert, textile manufacturing junior from Spartanburg;
James C. Clanton, arts and
sciences junior from Charlotte
and Bobby F. Deas, textile manufacturing junior from Rock Hill.
Also Stanley W. Converse, texAlpha Zeta, honor agriculture
tile manufacturing junior from
fraternity,
held
its
annual
election
A. H. McLAUKIN
J. H. JAMES
Marion; Thomas C. Mann, preof officers at its regular meeting med junior from Greenville and
on March 20.
Guinn R. Timmerman, arts and
Those named were A. B. Sibley, sciences junior from Charleston.
McLaurin, who did not affiliate
agronomy junior of Greenville,
who succeeds W. B. Boklin, agri- himself with a campus party,
culture junior'of Boykin, as chan took the victory over Jeff D. Mccellor. H. E. Bland, ag engineer- j Mahan, textile manufacturing
Alpha Phi Omega, leadership ing junior of Gaffney, relieves j Junior from Columbia,- and Maxie
and service fraternity of Clem- C. H. Thomas, .ag engineering | B- Burch, arts and sciences junior
son, ^s completing plans for it's senior of Holly Hill, as censor.
j from Florence with the votes split
annual drive for the collection of
R. M. Prince, ag engineering j 59?> 49°. and 336 respectively.
books overdue from the College sophomore from Lynchburg is
John James won the vice-presLibrary. The procedure to be successor to A. F. Bishop, dairy- idency over Harry L. Dukes, texPresident of Student Body
used has proved very effective,' ing senior of Anderson, as scribe; tile manufacturing junior from
Candidates
Votes and as many as 300 books have and W. H. Sibley, animal hus- Newberry by a vote of 775 to 643.
bandry senior of Aiken will re- Both candidates were members
A. H. McLaurin
598 been collected in past drives.
Members of Alpha Phi Omega place J. S. McGinnis, animal hus- of campus parties. James shared
J. D. McMahan
.
490
M. B. Burch
332 will come by the rooms in the bandry senior of Mooresboro, as the ticket with Burch, and Dues
barracks for the purpose of pick- club treasurer.
is a member of the Student Party
ing up overdue books. Any stuV-President of Student Body
W. M. Manning, agronomy jun- headed by McMahan.
Tiger Brotherhood officers for the coming year were named at an election held at a special meeting
The recent election is the first
J. H. James
775 dent having such books will turn ior of Columbia, will be chroniof the organization recently. Left to right are Treasurer Earl F. Gaulden of Laurens; President
J. H. Stoval of Elberton, Ga.; Secretary H. E. McLeod of Rembert; and Vice-President J. E. Padgett
H. L. Dukes
_ 643 them over to these representa- cler in place of R, B. Scott, ani- to be conducted under the newly
tives. There will be no charge mal husbandry junior of Darling- approved constitution which
of Ridgeland.
o
Student Council
created the positions of president
made regardless of how long the ton.
and vice-president of the Student
J. W. Calvert ....
1087 books have been kept out of the
Body. The two officers will serve
Q. R. Timmerman
775 Library.
on the Executive Committee callThe main purpose of the drive
J. C. Clanton
734
ed for by the new governing
is to return the books to circulaB. F. Deas __
712 tion, and thereby increase the
document.
T. C. Mann
680 service of the Library. Full coThe Student Body president
will automatically become chairreturning these
J. L. Huckabee
629 operation in
Thomas Taylor, formerly a
S. W. Converse ._ _*
621 books will prove mutually bene- Clemson man, succeeds Bede man of the Executive Committee.
McLaurin's duties will also inficial to all.
L. M. Wheatley
:
594
Walmsley as manager of the clude calling a meeting of the
R. M. Wolfe
569
student body when deemed
"There's Always Juliet," 1949
English Prof. Attends SprUance viscose process rayon necessary.
As student body viceJ. L. Whitlaw
540
The Jungaleers, Clemson's
plant at Richmond, Va. Prior to
Broadway success, will be the
president James will become
537 Sou. Speech Meeting
dance orchestra, elected C. E.
final play produced this semester H. A. Woodle
his
transfer
two
years^
ago,
Mr.
speaker pro-tempore of the As507
Jones and J. M. Shields by acclaby the Clemson Little Theater, W. H. D. Gaillard
J. P. Winters, assistant profes- Taylor was manufacturing super- sembly of Student RepresentaJ. H. Pitts
496
mation as co-leaders of the group
according to OUie Stukes, Theater J. M. Fairey
449 sor of English, attended a meet- intendent at the Spruance plant. tives, another body the members
at a meeting on April 17.
president.
J. S. Fulmer
445 ing of the Southern Speech As'Born iry Atlanta, Ga.„ he was of which are to be elected later.
Telegrams
to
and
from
ClemThis is the first time in the
Casting has already begun ,with
sociation in Birmingham, Ala- graduated from Clemson in 1922
history of the Jungaleers that co- son will, be handled with much the four parts assigned to Mary
bama, April 5-10.
leaders have been named. Cus- more speed and accuracy than Russell Eleazer, Raymond Ty* * *
with a bachelor's degree in chemtomarily} one man is elected lead- was formerly possible due to new ner, Helen Morrison and Charlie
istry. He was employed by Du
equipment which has recently Pace. Direction of the play will
er.
Pont in 1923 at the Buffalo rayon
Jones and Shields assumed been installed at Clemson, O. W. be under James Winter with J.
plant. Later, he worked at the
their ,new positions at the meet- Deason, local Western Union H. Beall serving as production
ing, and will lead the Jungaleers manager announced today.
Old Hickery, Tenn., Rayon plant.
manager.
The lines from the local telefor the remainder of this semester
After a year and a ►half with the
Production has already comgraph office were cut into West- menced with performance sche- I
and the 1950-1951 session.
C. L. Epting, professor of his— ♦ Alpha Chi Sigma, professional Industrial Rayon Company in
The Jungaleers have engage- ern (Union's high speed switch- duled for May 10 and 11 in the
chemistry fraternity, held their Cleveland, Ohio, he returned to tory and government, R. E. Jumments to play for Junibr-Senior ing center in Atlanta, which au- Episcopal Parish House. It isj»A#; .L
tZvnitn T*\
lro
dances at Erskine and Converse tomatically flashes messages to hoped that acoustical difficulties ^
annual southern District Conclave the DuPont rayon organization per, instructor of history and govP urouP
and in 1929 from Buffalo to the
all
parts
of
the
country.
colleges and at a number of high
at the University of North Caro- Richmond plant. He became man- ernment, and J. K. Williams, asencountered in the College ChapUntil this week telegrams to el will be avoided at the Parish Present Program
schools in this vicinity.
lina at Chapel Hill, North Caro- ufacturing superintendent there sistant professor of history, will
Any one interested in trying and from this area r»ad to manual- House.
a meeting of the South
Sunday School at the Clemson lina on April 14 and 15, with the in 1945 and was made manager attend
out for positions in the band next ly re-transmitted at Charlotte,
Production staff includes, in
Carolina Historical Association at
year should contact one of the N. C, Mr. Deason said. This pro- addition to Beall as production Methodist Church Sunday, April Rho chapter at the university of the Waynesboro plant on Coker College, Hartsville, SaturApril 1, 1948. He remained in
cess necessarily was much slow23 will be conducted by a deputa- playing host to the meeting.
new leaders.
that capacity until his recent day, April 22.
er than the new system, which is manager; Luke Langley, stage tion from Winthrop College.
The
group
from
Clemson
was
Mr. Williams will read a protransfer back to the Richmond
used by telegraph offices in all manager; master carpenter and
The girls will arrive Saturday
master electricians will be Bill afternoon, and supper will be composed of George Bruner, plant.
fessional paper at this meeting,
the larger sized cities.
Frank Taylor, Leon Ortkiese,
Now telegrams from Clemson Schwier and Jim Beall; advertis- served them in the social hall of James Moss, and Dr. Frank Poling
and
tickets
will
be
handled
flash directly to the Atlanta centhe church.
lard, faculty advisor to the Clemter where they ara swiftly switch- by Jack Leslie and Elliott SchoThe deputation and the church son chapter.
field;
House
manager,
Benny
ed to their destination by a single
choir are schedulel to offer
On arrival last Friday the
automatic operation, thus assur- Smith, and make-up manager special music for the Sunday group registered and was enterPolly
Lowery.
ing the people of Clemson faster
worship service, at which time
with a social in the AmerProperty manager is Jack Church Membership Day will be tained
j
Legion Hut The following
ior of Nimmons; E. D. Brockman and better telegraph service.
Skarrett and promoter is Mrs. observed by taking about 25 can
chemical engineering senior of
day the group was taken on a
Jim Winter.
members into the church. Rev. special trip through U. N. C.'s
Greenville; W. C. Denson, me- Clemson Men Attend
There are a number of open- E. Wannamaker Hardin' will use
Jim Henderson, founder-head
new three quarter million
ings for men interested in work "I Am A Christian" as the sub-' brand
chanican engineering junior of
dollar planetarium and after- of the Jim Henderson Advertising
on the stage crew. Langley is ject of his sermon.
Physical Society
Orlando, Florida.
Agency of Greenville, will conwards
saw
a
special
show
followresponsible for these.
Also, J. H. Dunn, mechenical
ed by a guided tour of the build- duct an informal discussion on
Three Clemson faculty mem
Business manager for the pro
"The Advertising Agency and
;
engineering junior of North Au- bers attended a meeting of, the duction
ing.
English
Instructor
will be jim Spangenberg.
How It Serves the Businessman"
gusta; F. S. Ulmer, electrical en- Southeastern section of the AmerNext
a
business
meeting
was
gineering junior of Brunson; and ican Physical Society at Baton Little Theater's regular business
held in which all chapters gave on Thursday, April 27, at 7:00 p.
manager.
Married In Tenn.
P. H. McDonald, faculty member, Rouge, Louisiana,, April 5-9.
reports. Chapters attending were m. in room No. 1 of the Dairy
"There's Always Juliet" receivwho is a graduate in the '47 class
Attending from the physics de- ed notices as one of the best piays
B. A. Goldgar, instructor in Georgia Tech, Clemson, Univer- Building, according to J. R. Roof N. C. State and was then an in- partment were J. R. Jacques, T.
sity of Tennessee, and the Uni- chester, coordinator of the Clemof the past season. A dainty and English, was married April sixth; versity of North Carolina. son College Advertising Seminar,
structor there in the mechanics J. Lindsey, and J. A. Suddeth.
humorous comedy, the play in in Nashville, Tennessee.
and hydraulics.
Jacques delivered a professionHis wife is the former Corinne ' Mr. Clyde B. Hutchinson and which is sponsoring the discussion.
Denson and Dunn were desig- al paper at the meeting.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
Hartnan of Nashville.
Henderson, a member of Clemnated as honor students by virtue
son's class of '44 who studied adof being selected during the first
vertising at the University of
semester of their junior year from
Denver after finishing one year
the upper eighth of their class.
at Clemson, started his agency
four years ago with a shoestring,
Hal E. Bland of Gaffney, Ag- McGregor of Greenville, Arts and
Phi Kappa Phi, national schoStudent members of Phi Kappa one room, and a borrowed $500
lastic honor society announced ricultural Engineering, graduat- Sciences, graduating in June 1951. Phi previously elected and still to go on. He has since built it
into one of the leading concerns
this week the election of seven- ing in January 1951; Thomas
Cecil Judson Price, Textile En- in school include H. O. Aber- of its kind in the state.
teen outstanding seniors repre- Rives Boykin, Mechanical EngiHe handles the coveted $80,000
senting many of the schools of neering, McColl, graduating in gineering, from Ninety Six, grad- crombie, A. J. Banks, R. F. BarCentral Dance Association has the College. To be eligible for February 1951, J. Foster Cath- uating in January 1951; Robert B. rett, R. Walter Berry, W. B. Boy- account of the South Carolina Re- inte»est to anyone even remotely
search, Planning, and Develop- interested in the advertising
announced that Harry James, membership, a student must have cart, graduating in January 1951, Scott of York, Animal Husbandry, kin, H. E. Bright, J. R. Carter, ment Board, and uses such media field as a career or is an aid to
graduating in June 1950; N. Carl R. F. Collins, and E. A. Gunnins.
Textile
Manufacturing,
Bishopattained
senior
standing,
must
famous band leader and trumpAlso, J. C. Hammond, R. M as Newsweek, Business Week, the business," said Coordinator RoWessinger, Arts and Sciences,
have achieved a grade-point ratio ville.
eteer, is under contract to appear of 6.5 or higher (better than a
Keith Anderson Gatlin of New- Springfield, graduating in June Hart, Cephus' W. Long, T. W. Wall Street Journal, the Ameri- chester, "and it will be open to
in the Clemson Field House to B average-) based on all of his berry, .Arts and Sciences, grad- 1950; J. C. on Kaenel of Seneca, Lewis, W. F. Marscher, S. L. Pet- can Wool and Cotton Reporter, the public, as all our meetings
play for the Junior-Senior dances. college work, and must have been uating m June 1950; Benjamin graduating in June 1951, Mechan- tit, J. K. Price, R. L. Rogers, R. the New York Times, the Chica- are."
The Seminar was begun last
go Tribune, and the Philadelphia
The formal affair is scheduled for in residence at Clemson for at David Hicks, Fort Mill, Textile ical Engineering; and Floyd Don- Elmer Smith, Jr., C. C. Taylor, Inquirer. He prepares postal ad- February, when its charter memald Wright, Civil Engineering, A. L. Thompson, H. E. Ulmer, and
Manufacturing,
graduating
in
least
two
semesters.
Friday night. May 11 and the invertising, also, and numbers bers convened to form a group
Chosen for membership were: January 1951; William Bleckley Biltmore, N. C, graduating in W. D. Windsor.
formal dance will be the follow- Melvin. Aiken, Electrical Engi- Karst, Mechanical Engineering, June 1950.
Officers of the local chapter among his clients ome of the whose purpose would be to learn
ing night.
Phi Kappa Phi is a National are: Robert W. Moorman, presi- largest companies in the South- more about advertising. Profesin
August 1950,
neering, graduating in June 1950, graduating
sor B. E. Goodale of the dairy
The James Band, which has. from Timmons; Henry Grady Al- Greenville.
Honor Society, comprising more dent; Arthur J. Banks, vice-presi- east.
department
is faculty advisor,
The
first
part
of
the
discussion
dent;
Evans
A.
LaRoche,
treasurthan
fifty
chapters
throughout
Alan
Brinkley
Killingsworth
of
been acclaimed as top-notch for lison, Jr., of Gaffney, Textile
and W. E. Darby is assistant conine years, features such renown Manufacturing, graduating in Au- Aiken, Electrical Engineering, the United States. It is a general er, and John B. Whitney, Jr., will be a talk by Henderson, and
musicians as Ziggy Elmer, Willie gust 1950; Robert A. Arthur, post- graduating in January 1951; Jack honor society, not limited to one secretary. The newly - elected during the second part he will ordinator.
The Seminar meets on the first
Smith and Corky Corcoran. Spot- graduate Civil Engineering Smith McGinnis, Animal Husban- field of learning, but open to members will be initiated and answer questions submitted by and the fourth Thursday of every
the
audience.
honored
by
a
banquet
just
prior
students
in
any
curriculum
who
dry,
graduating
in
June
1950,
of
lighted as saloist are Dick Wil- (graduate of Wofford), Spartan"The program will be of vital month.
Mooresboro, N. C; Wm H. Davis achieve the standards indicated. to Honors Day, May 3, 1950.
liams and Adele Frances James. burg, graduating in June 1950.

Alpha Zela Elects
New Officers

Alpha Phi Omega To Begin Annual Drive
For Return Of Overdue Library Books
+ +. *k

Ballot Box

Group To Present Final Play

Jungaleers Elect

Group Co-Leaders

Clemson Grad
DuPont Manager

Clemson Little Theater Schedules New
Broadway Success, 'There's Always Juliet'
Tiger Telegraph
Service Improved

Clemson Professors

Chemistry Group Attends Conclave
Of Southern District Held At UNC

Fo Attend Meeting

Tau Beta Pi Holds Formal Initiation

Jim Henderson To Conduct Advertising

Ceremony And Banpuet For New Members
Tau Beta Pi initiated new,
members with a formal initiation'
April 4. The initiation followed a}'
period of informal initiation and
a formal banquet in Walhalla at!
which Professor . C. W. Bolen
spoke on the history of engineering.
The qualifications, for membership in the organization, depend
solely on the grade Jioint ratio of
the individual , being chosen.
Members are selected from the
upper fifth of the class after they
reach the status of 1st semester
junior.
Following are the new initiates:
R. A. Arthur, civil engineering
senior from Spartanburg; Melvin
Aiken, electrical engineering sen-

Harry James To Bring 'Music Makers'
To Field House For Junior-Senior

Seminar Discussion Here On Thursday

Phi Kappa Phi Elects Seventeen Seniors

Pa«8 2
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We Ain't Got No Tennis Courts
^Almost Hardly, Solution Given
The Tiger has come out from time to time in favor of the
system of letting the tennis team have four of the new courts
for its use only. We heard some big talk about how the old
courts would be fixed up for student use and how the new
cement courts would be open for the student body. Something has gone wrong somewhere along the way. The only
part of the plan that has materialized is that the two cement
courts can be used by those not dn the tennis team.
The grass that covered the old courts has been dug up,
but somebody must have forgotten that digging up grass
causes holes. Also, it has been a long time since the old
courts have been lined off.
There are a number of solutions to the situation.
One answer is to have what we could call stacked tennis.
Have a player mount the shoulders of another player until
everyone who wants to play is in position. This system
would allow the two cement courts to take care of all the
students who wish to play.
There are two obvious drawbacks to this plan.
There
might be, at times, a little confusion because each man on
the stack will be playing a separate game with his opponent
on the other side of the net. Another hindrance is that two
strong men will always be in demand for the bottom position
on each side of the court.
There is always the thought that the condition of the old
courts could add to the interest of the game. Think how
much more involved tennis could be if it were played on
courts that are full of holes, and the direction of the ball after a bounce could be any way but what would be anticipated.
The idea of playing on an unlined court might appeal to the
novice. Who is to say when the ball is "in" or "out"? Many
a point can be made on such a court.
A rumor is running the campus that the people who are
complaining about the waste of the old courts know not of
what they speak. Talk has it that there are two types of
tennis, one is a sport, and the other is a rare animal. Clemson has sent an e&pedition into the wilds of Bango Bango to
bring back two of these freaks of nature. Their place of
confinement will be the area behind the Field House, thus
the name tennis courts.
One more answer to the problem remains, but it seems so
much out of favor with the powers that be that it seems a
waste of time to mention it again.
At the risk of nagging, The Tiger will once more request
that the old courts be put in decent playing condition. The
time is ripe for tennis playing, and many students will be
turning out in their free time. There will not be enough
playing space, and people will be scaling the fences to get to
the courts reserved-for the team. Students are not going to
like the idea of not having enough playing room, and members of the team are not going to like the idea of students
messing up the courts that the team has kept in perfect shape.
All this hard feeling can be avoided if someone will only
to it that the old courts are repaired.

Politicans Need A Reminder
Concerning Policy Of The Tiger
In the recent election for Student body officers and
members of the Student Council, one of the political parties
came out with the slogan, "Break the Ring". This "Ring"
was never clearly defined; but a few people mouthed it
around the campus that the slogan was directed towards student publications.
The Tiger does not feel called upon to defend itself because most people recognized the absurdity of the accusation, but it seems that a few students need to be reminded
of the policy of this paper.
The present staff likes to consider itself bi-partisan and
has shaped its policy accordingly. We work on a paper which
belongs to the students, and we are interested in those programs that are most advantageous to the student body. We
concentrate on questions and answers and not on personalities. The Tiger's main concern about elections is with getting the students out to vote, because we feel that if the majority of students vote they have intelligence enough to select the man who is best suited for the job.
We are not interested in the man who gets the job, but
we are interested in how well he does the job.
0

Talk of the Town

Existence Or Validity Of Regulation
Questioned By Columnist; Lauds Prof
By Charles Kennemore
Laws and regulations are necessary evils
in any form of human society. Such are
necessary for the protection of the majority
from the actions of the few. Any government, or part thereof, is only as strong as
its laws are equitable. These laws cannot,
perforce, always be fair to every individual.
The true worth of the judicial branch of a
government is often seen in how they interpret laws for the benefit of those concerned.
If, and when, a law becomes obsolete
or unfair because of changing conditions
the incumbent powers are duty-bound to
change or abolish such a law. At least,
such is the opinion of this humble writer.
Does such a condition of unfairness exist
at Clemson? Perhaps.
To be more accurate, perhaps I should ask
"Do the laws we are purportedly governed
by actually exist (written, that is)?"
Maybe I am making a mountain out of a
molehill, but since when did a student have
to have permission to enter a barracks other
than the one he lives in? If such -a regulation exists, why does it exist?
Is Clemson a penal institution for the
chastisement and rehabilitation of the socially maladjusted, people neither deserving to have, nor with the.ability to accept,
social responsibility; or is it a place of
higher education for the training of semimature minds? We are constantly told
that we are men and should be accepting
some of the responsibilities of life. Why
are we not given more opportunity for
such?
What brings on such a tirace? Actually a
very small and perhaps insignificent item.
In a recent disciplinary case before the
Senior Council one of the charges against a
student was "entering barracks without permission".
A student punished for entering a barracks building other than the one he
lived in!!!
It will probably be said that there were
extentuating circumstances for the charge
in this case. NUTS! There were definitely circumstances for the case as a whole,
but not for this particular charge.
Though I think that this particular case
was handled exceptionally justly by the
Senior Council, there was neither sense nor
justice to such a charge as this.
Furthermore, in another case the same
charge was brought and dropped because
the student said "I didn't know." Another
case of knowing the right people?
Maybe It's a Big Mole
Making a mountain out of a molehill is an
epic of understatement for these words I
suppose, yet it is through the "insignificant"
little things that untold millions have lost
their freedom down through the chaotic ages.
Let us learn today in our youth to more fully appreciate the little things of life.
Regardless of what some people will say
and think I am not attempting to heap abuse

upon the Senior Council. I am only trying
to point out a few hidden powers and injus,,
n do,
J„ o^,co ^f
tices that
can, and, occasionally
arise of
which we should be aware and prepared.
Maybe this is finally leading up to'something bigger. I am not sure myself yet.
Do you, the students, realize that while
under the new constitution we have a better
and more active student government, it gives
great powers to some groups? Do you realize that the Senior Council is both judge and
jury? They prosecute, try, and sentence.
Yet, you, the students, the governed, are
barred from participation except in the election of members for this body The average
student may be brought before this group
but can attend their disciplinary meeting
or examine their minutes of these meetings
, ., ,
,
.' .,
only if they choose to permit it.

The Student Body Senior Council elections which took place last Monday are a
good example of the fact, and I still can't
quite believe it, that around Clemson, party
politics don't pay off.
Now, a great many guys are going to rise
up and call me a liar. They're going to say,
among other things, that straight slates are
the only means of keeping politics organized,
of stimulating interest in the elections, and
of doing any real good for Clemson. It may
be, I grant, that party politics stimulate interest of a sort, but aspiring campus leaders
should look before they leap into any highly-organized party.
They should look, for their own good, at
the "interest" stimulated by such well-meant
but often misplaced plans. The mythical
"average" voter is not really impressed in
a favorable manner by the antics engaged in
by ambitious parties.
Take, for example, the election I just
mentioned. The two parties were well organized. Their plans were made well in
advance, and they began campaigning early.
Too early, I think, for by election day, our
"average voter" was tired of seeing the
faces and names of the candidates of both
parties. And when the winning candidate
quietly began his campaign the day before
elections, putting up his posters and distributing his cards, the troops apparently welcomed the change in tactics.
The first president of the student body
did not ally himself with any party, choosing
to run independently. This, also, was a
smart move. Of course, he did .not have
the
backing of a machine, but his reputation
was no
* *orn down by those of his runningmates.

We are not gods; it behooves us not to
judge our fellow man except when necessity so dictates. But when necessity does
devolve upon a group such responsibility
it is only fair that those to be so-governed have free access to such trials and
judgements .
This is something for those of you that
will be here next year to be thinking about,
There are many solutions to the problems,
if you think they are real, and our constitu,
,
. ,
tion now has an ammendment clause.
Real Honor Inspired
Not too long ago one of the foremost topics
of written and verbal discussion was about
honor and honor systems on the Clemson
campus. This controversy never completely died, il just slacked up.
This subject has long been a favorite of,
mine for bull sessions and I have followed
with great interest all the arguments. I
think I heard the best and most telling
words spoken on the subject this week,
Tuesday to be exact.
I had a quiz Tuesday, a major, under a
professor well known for his ability to give
stiff tests. We entered the room, were
handed a mimeographed test and told to
start. A little later the professor asked if
there were any questions. There were
none. He then said, "I will have to be dut
of the room a great deal of this period. Yes
know what is right." He then left the rooi*
There was no talking or whispering during that test; I saw no cheating. That is
the only time I can honestly say I witnessed
such in my eight years in and out of this
school.

Yes, he did well. And I venture to predict that coming elections will bear me out.
NO NOMINATION TURN-OUT
All this brings up the subject of the sorry
turnout of potential voters at the senior class
nominations Tuesday night. Some thirty
or forty men eligible to vote in the nominations were present. These, I'm told, were
mainly aspiring office-holders. There's your
interest, folks!
This is, of course, nothing new. Since the
"devaluation" of senior class officers by the
new constitution, interest in them has hit
a new low.
CLEANER, CLEAN MY PANTS
On a lighter subject for a change* I'd like
to register a complaint. The mess hall is,
of course, doing an excellent jobsof feeding
us, but there are few rough edges which
might be ironed out.
' Uppermost in my mind at the moment,
and bottommost on my trousers, is the matter of the particles and gobs- of food which
homehow wind up on the seats of the mess
hall chairs. Perhaps something could be
done about this.
I realize that the patrons of the mess hall
are partly responsible for the messy state
of afShirs, but I think that the methods used
in clearing the tables have a great deal to
do with it.
HAVE YOU NOTICES
. . . that construction of the hotel is really
progressing, but the chemistry building is
as yet just a hole in the ground?
. . that spring has finally arrived, after
weeks of growing pains?

Don't Get Me Wrong, But

Back Thumping Doesn't Swing
Election; Calvert Council Favorite
By Bill Chamness
The Student Body election seemed to surprise everyone except one A. Harrison McLaurin. In retrospect it really shouldn't
surprise anyone. The whole affair is very
much like the 1948
Presidential election.
Some of the boys in the smoke-filled rooms
that usually follow elections were sure that
party politics were the downfall of Maxie
Burch and Jeff McMahan, but I can't string
along with this analysis. Let's take a look
at campaign from an arm-chair position.
Long before nominations were held the
two major parties began to form. McMahan and Dukes teamed up with some very
likely prospects for senior council and form^ a ciiche as did Burch and James. Both
parties were successful in getting their men
nominated chiefly because they were care^
*ul to have all of their friends in attendance
at the mass nominations,
.
.
As I see it, the mistake, both party bosses
made was that they depended almost entire-

what the ring was. From all I can gather
it was directed toward men on publications
staffs.
On the other hand, McLaurin laid low
until the night before elections and went on
a cleverly handled barnstorming, speechmaking tour of the cadet barracks, and virtually sewed up the balloting.
He stuck his neck out by his insistance on
de-emphasis of the military, which the veterans for the most part took with tongue in
cheek, but the cadets of lower echelon ate it
up. It must have gone over like the proverbial balloon with the Army brass in Tillman Hall.
I can't truthfully say that I agree with
what Harrison said, and it really leaves me
wondering how he intends to follow through
with his promises, but I'll have to hand it to
him, he knows how to win elections.

CONGRATULATIONS to the seven men
who were elected to serve on the senior
party members.
It's fine to depend on council next year. I had to do a doublefriends, but Jeff and Maxie apparently for- i take when I saw that out of 1,424 votes cast
got all about the "man on the street" and Jackie Cal vert reaped in 1,087. According
made next to no appeal to the boys with 2's to my abacus that's better than 75% of all
and l's oh their collars. They made no of the ballots crammed into the box.
I honestly feel that all seven of the boys
promises and stated no platform.
Back
thumping is fine but it doesn't swing an well deserved the honor and are capable of
dealing with the complexities involved. I
election.
The closest approach to real "politics" also feel that picking only seven out of the
made by either ticket was the Burch-James very eligible 15 candidates was a touchy task,
slogan "lets break the ring." Even this lost and you couldn't have gone far wrong with
its punch because they never did say just your eyes shut.

]y Qn thgir buddies or the cronies of the other

(ZAHC&iKiKy, @&mfttt& @oufUe&- - -

We want to extend our congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Jameson of Newman Circle on
the birth of a son, Hugh Lake Jr.,
who was born in the Anderson
Memorial Hospital on Monday,
April 3.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Wilson also
I have some slight reputation I am told have been receiving congratulafor criticism, but 1 can think of but one tions on the birth of a daughter,
thing that could have improved that pro- Carol Bets, who was born in the
Greenville Hospital on April 11.
fessor's little speech, and that would have
Many young friends of six year
been to have left off the second sentence. old Mel Booker enjoyed an Easter
That improvement would have definitely egg hunt at his home on Jersey
Lane two weeks ago. Sandra
minor.
Cochran and Lee McHugh won
the two prizes for finding the
He made you honest by making you want silver and gold egg. The following morning young Buddy Booker
to respect yourself!
entertained his friends with an
My humble thanks and appreciation for egg
hunt and Michael Stenstrom
such teachers as this.
and Henry Cothran were the

by Susan Manning
(Phone 6793)
lucky winners.
Prof, and Mrs. B. A. Goldgar,
who are newly married, are subletting Prof. Hussman's prefab on
Woodridge Avenue now.
Bill Mullett, a student of Georgia Tech. was a recent weekend
visitor of Bill and Frances McKay of 29 Jersey Lane.
Pete and Margaret Cochran and
their two children, Sherry and
Doug, moved from the Pendleton
Hwy. into prefab 195 on Woodridge Ave. Margaret is the dietician for the school.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lyle and
children recently moved on North
Street in Anderson. Mr. Lyle is
connected with the Extension Service in Clemson.
Very best wishes to Pargie
Ryne of Hartsville and Richard
Wilkins, instructor of Architec-

ture in Clemson, who were married in Hartsville on April . Thev
are now living at the Tilly Apartments on Pine Street.
Inman and Dot Howard and
son Bob of Greenwood have
moved to 139 Cherry Rv_.
Helen and Charles Huff, Trudy
and Ben VeHorn had a joint celebration of their anniversaries
recently at the Poinsett Hotel in
Greenville.
Lee Outgeise and Jimmy Moss,
of Meadow Lane, attended a
chemistry meeting in Chapel Hill
over the week-end.
Christine Hicks of Pecan Street
celebrated her first birthday on
Saturday, April 15th. Her aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan
Dozier and their son, Larry, oi
Newberry, spent the weekend
with the Hicks.
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Class Officer, Representative Elections Next Week
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Nominations Made For Officers Of Rising
Senior, Junior, and Sophomore (Lasses

♦ '

—

Canterbury Convention Held At Clemson;
LeRoy Doar Elected Treasurer Of Group

Nominations for officers and class representatives of
the rising senior, junior and sophomore classes were held this
week in the College ChapeL Four officers and three representatives will be elected from each class in a general balloting to be conducted Tuesday,
J. Foster Cathcart, textile manufacturing major from Bishop; ville; James E. Cushman, dairying junior from Chester, and
Hugh A. Woodle, rising senior in
chemistry from Marion have been
nominated as candidates for the
office of president of the Senior
Class. John L. Childress, textile
manufacturing junior from Augusta, Ga.; and Robert H. Machen, textile manufacturing junior
from Greenville will compete
for the post of vice-president.
Candidates for secretary are
Isaac L. Langley, Jr., textile
manufacturing
junior
from
Lynchburg, Va., and William C.
Laffoday, arts and sciences junior
from Lamar.
William J. Rabon, junior in architecture from Marion, is the
sole aspirant for the position of
treasurer.
The three class representatives
will be selected from John M.
Fairey, arts and sciences senior
from Orangeburg; George W.
Jones, textile manufacturing se*nior from Bishopville; Otis W.
Livingston, textile manufacturing
junior from Columbia; James V.
Patterson, textile manufacturing
v
junior from Salt Pork, W. Va.;
Seba W. Stoudimire, vocational
agricultural
education
junior
I from Lone Star, and Robert M.
Wolfe, electrical junior from Rock
Hill.
Nominations for president of
the rising junior class are Anthony K. Bowman, civil engineering sophomore of Sumter, and
Rotert B. Johnson, animal husbandry sophomore, also from
Sumter.
William C. Denson, mechanical
engineering sophomore of- Orlando, Fla., and William S. Shuler, agricultural engineering sophomore of Sumter, are the nominees for vice-president of the rising junior class.
For secretary, David H. Burley,
chemical engineering sophomore
of Clemson and David D. Mangrum, animal husbandry sophomore of Spartanburg, were nominated.
Candidates for the office of
treasurer of the rising junior

A meeting of. the delegates
I had overstayed my usual half
hour of free listening at one of from the Canterbury Clubs
our nearby music dealers' record throughout the state was held at
booth and was receiving the glad Holy Trinity Episcopal Church,
eye from his goggled face. I°had
I haul'clenlson' s- C., April 14, 15, and
class will be Graham C. Turner, no intention of sharing with any- 16.. The Clemson Canterbury j
electrical engineering sophomore one the delightful sounds flow- Club acted as host. The topic j
of Marion, and William C. Wylie, ing from the newly prossed discs. chosen to be studied at this meetJr., textile chemistry sophomore I had found stuck away in a dusty ing was Stewardship, and adcorner, and I neglected his sug- dresses on this topic were given j
of Rock Hill.
Six men 'were nominated for gestive, eye. My foot pressed by the Rev. A. P. Chambliss of!
representative from the rising harder against the door of the Rock Hill, the Rev. Emmet Gribjunior class. Those nominated record sanctum; purposely to bin of Clemson, and Professor E.
were as follows: Decimus C. Bar- keep the manager out and force- Emerson' Waite of Clemson. These
bot, electrical engineering junior fully to keep the distasteful "bake addresses were followed by disof Florence; Clifton P. Coleman, you a cake" racket/from mingling cussions.
During the business meetings,
civil engineering sophomore of with the pressed art I had found
I had happened upon a won- plans were made for a training
Greenwood; LeRoy H.
Doar,
chemical engineering sophomore derful selection of George Shear- period for those who plan to teach
of Fort Knox, Ky.; Theodore B. ing's masterpieces. And I bet | Vacation Bible School this sumGardner, agricultural economics you two-bits to a nibbled dough- i mer. This meeting will be held
junior of Mullins; John F. Hare, nut the manager had no idea he! at Winthrop College, April 22 and
meehanical engineering junior of had them. It seems that great1j 23 under the supervision of Miss
Lake Wales, Fla., Bobby L. stuff, such as Shearing, is, over Mary Harper. Plans were made
Hugueley, education sophomore neglected. Maybe its the lack of also for a fall conference at Winpublicity he receives in this sec-, throp College and a spring conof McCormick.
tion or the lack of appreciation! vention to be held at Poinsett
Nominations for president of of creative art that prevails in! State Park. The following offithe rising sophomore class are our neck of the woods
cers were elected to the State AsMiles Bruce and Ames Wills.
Here
is
a
man,
blind
since
birth,
Four nominations were made for
vice-president. They were James voted six times the top jazz papers and plans to settle down
Allison, Jackie B. Cooper, J. D. pianist of England, and at the for some serious piano playing.
moment is adding fuel to the alRasttand Al Waldrop.
For some easy listening take a
Candidates foir secretary are ready flaming jazz business here dose of Shearing—you'll like him.
Johnnie Carlisle, J. O. Ramsey, in these United States.
Speaking of homes—this mean
His style is untouchable. A
and Richard Taylor.
Herbert
old seller of records man forced
very
surpressed
bop
style
that
Lawton and Fleetwood Bass were
has branched off neither into the door open to his booth and
the two nominees for treasurer.
dissonance no'r bop, although scarcastically' offered to bring me
Nominated for representatives benefitting from the techniques of lunch—I left.
from the rising sophomore class both, t might well be described
were Sunny Bolt, Gilbert Camp- as "polite bop."
bell, Frank Condon, Tommy KenShearing was rather cooly renette, A. C. Livingston, G. M. ceived upon his arrival in the
Shealy.
United States, and had to take
a sweat-shop dive job playing six
hours six days a week. And he
Tiger Grad To Head didn't take anybody by storm. In
fact he developed his style after
he came to America. The deGulf Park College
manding calls of the bop-happy
Dr. Charles P. Hogarth, a civil people huddled over their beer
engineering graduate of Clemson, and pretzels cut through the
will succeed Dr. Richard G. Cox dense fog of blended domestic
as president of Gulf Park College and turkish smoke and rang into
in Gulfport, Mississippi.
his musical ears. He answered
He will assume his new duties them with a style very evidently
on July 1, upon the retirement showing the English influence of
of Doctor Cox, who served in the slight sophistication and yet recapacity of president of the col- taining the freedom of inspiration
lege for thirty years.
and movement of today'^ jazz—
Prior to his connection with and marked 100% Shearing
Gulfport, Dr. Hogarth served as
He has caught the public with
registrar for Florida State Uni his 'easy-going quintet and has
versity for two years, and he was been
_
rated tops among U. S. Jazz
president of Ward-Belmont Col- j Combos. He has also found his
lege in Nashville, Tennessee, for j home and an outlet for his art.
five years.
| Recently he filed naturalization

^#^4 ^nam Ottien,
By LeRoy Doar
We noticed in the Gamecock
that the freshman class at the
University is sponsoring a cleanup drive on the campus, (it is
about time somebody did something to it) and as part of the
plan, they have painted the trash
cans purple and gold, with a picture of a tiger on the side. For
the information of our friends
down Columbia way, rumor has
it that the dogs on our campus
are quite pleased with the new
colors of the fire hydrants—garnet and black.

Tri Delt: "I caught mine the
Mr. P.: "It's two o'clock alsame way."
ready. I'm going downstairs and
ask that young man to leave."
After the Jr.-Sr—
Mrs. J.: "Oh, dear, remember
It is better to be broke than
how we were when we were
never to have loved at all.
young."
Mr. J.: "My gawd, I'll shoot
A girl who knows all the answers, has been asked all the him."
questions.
Tact is making a blind date
Peel
feel at home when you wish she
He: "Only a mother could love were there.
Peel
a face like yours."
She: "I am about to inherit a
She No. 1: "Did that course in
fortune."
He: "I am about to become a English help your boy friend
any?" She No. 2: "No, he still
mother."
ends every sentence with a proposition."
She: "Why stop the car here?"
Kernel
He: "I'm afraid we're lost."
She: "Not this girl; I've have
walked from here before."

With that time of the year
drawing near when our thoughts
will turn toward the beach, we
have a few jokes that may helD
the season along.
At the beach a young man
should make no mistake these
days in choosing a wife—he certainly can see what he is getting.
She was the kind of girl who
Kerne] wore the kind of dresses that
kept everyone warm but her.
When a girl finds that she is
n --- - - r u i ■ ■ ■ ■ i
not the only pebble on the beach,
she generally becomes a little
IN TOWN
boulder.

He gazed admiringly at the chorine's costume.
"Who made her dress?" he
asked his companion.
"I'm not sure," came the reply, "but I imagine it was the
police."
Log
Caller: "Is your mother engaged?"
Little boy: "I think she is married."
• Kernel
He: Did anyone ever tel> you
how wonderful you are?"
She (purring): "Why, no."
He: "Then where did you get
the idea?"
Question: "Dear Miss Dix,
am nineteen years old and
stayed out last night until
o'clock. Did I do wrong?"
Answer; "Dear Jane: Try to
remember."
Log
Winthrop girl: "I caught
boy friend necking."

my

Prof. C. B. Green Has
Review Published
C. B. Green, associate professor
of English, reviewed O. Henry:
"The Man and His Work" in the'
March issue of the "South Atlantic Bulletin."
|
The S. A. B. is a southern
modern languages " publication. \

That Harrison (Crump) McLaurin really pulled one over on
the troops this go-round. Those
poor freshmen are gullible indeed
to believe the crap you put out
"Harry." That Harrison pulled
a "Truman" on the students'
Party.

OSCAR SAYS

That "Sambo"- Currie is now
batting 500. For every class he
(Sambo) cuts, he (Sambo) meets1
one.
OSCAR

SAYS

Frank "The Kid** McLaurin to
tell the troops all about how he
(The Kid) was turned down. Did
someone say something about Atlanta?
OSCAR

SAYS

If "Mad Willie;.' DeLach gets! Bob Wade ain't- the man he
many more boys on arrest, he'll thought he was before that 9
have to put bars on the windows, pound girl made her appearance
OSCAR SAYS
He (Oscar) overheard Frank and rename 5th barracks, "De-j on the scene.
(no relation to Harry) McLaurin Loach's Solitary Confinement."
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
insinuate that if things didn't get
That "Dog" Facchine and
All he (Oscar) can say for "Romeo" Hicks were robbing the
better, he, (Frank) was heading
"Colonel" McMahan is that he'- "grave" Tuesday night.
to Seneca to change.
had hard luck. That it took Jeff!
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
Jack (Mighty Mouse) Scott McMahan eight brews to get over | That he (Oscar) knows all
headed for his hole the other his political defeat Monday night. about Heinbockel sleeping, with
might when his fellow inmates, of Jeff, see Magruder for' consola- his gal's picture. What's her
name Bob?
«
the "Y" threatened to set a mouse tion.
OSCAR SAYS
-j
OSCAR SAYS
trap for Turn. Little boys should
(Oscar) says that he (Oscar) I That he (Oscar) would have
be seen and not heard, "Mousie."
understands that Jake (I've got liked to have been on that house—OSCAR SAYS
Thinking back, he (Oscar) was Margaret's High School ring) party with Charles "Cold Sober"
•
wandering if Billy Preacher was1 Clanton tried to purchase a night Hamer.
in Qrangeburg over the holiOSCAR SAYS
dating "Little Sook" Saturday! spot
days.
That Aiken "Coffee" Gamble
night
OSCAR SAYS
didn't do so hot on the teacher's
OSCAR SAYS
Bert Holland steps out of his
That he (Oscar) understands class when he dates at Converse. exam. "Coffee* stands in a class
at Clemson.
that one of the architects has What'cha do Bert—wear your by himself
—
OSCAR SAYS
come by his "second profession" Sunday suit. •
Orchids! to the C. D. A. for
by proxy. How about' it, Fan—-OSCAR SAYS——
their selection of Harry James
ning?
That he (Oscar) is waiting for for the Junior-Senior.

SCIENTIFI
LUCKY STRIKE
THAN ANY OTHER
PRINCIPAL BRAND!
. These scientific tests are confirmed
by a consulting laboratory with
experience in cigarette

Clemson Men
Are Always
Welcome at

DAVENPORTS
One of the
South's Leading
Clothiers For
College Men

Mother: "My dear, a nice girl
does not hold a young man's
hand."
Daughter: *But,. Mother, a nice
girl has to."
Gamecock
The students get the paper,
The school gets the fame,
The printer gets the money,
We get all the blame .

sociations of Canterbury Clubs
for next year; president, Harry
Bull of the University of South
Carolina co-vice presidents Lettie Harper of Winthrop College
and Burns Jones of The Citadel;
secretary, Suzie Reich of Winthrop College; and publicity
Doar of Clemson; and publicity
chairman, Emily Morrison of
Furman University.
A picnic and dance were held
at Boscobel Saturday afternoon
and night.. Sunday morning there
was a celebration of the Holy
Communion and the new officers
were installed.
Miss Mary Harper of Charleston, Mrs. Judy Barlowe of Rock
Hill, Miss Betty Crews of Columbia, and' the Rev. and Mrs. Fred
A. Eckel of Greenville attended
the convention as adult advisors.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open Til 1:00 A. M.

DAVENPORTS

imiiimnniimnniiiimni

207 N. Main St.
GREENVILLE

MARLENE DIETRICH says:

I smoke a smooth cigaretteLucky Striker

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE
116 North Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

VISIT

The Anderson Hardware Co.
ANDERSON, S. C.

LET YOUR OWN TASTE
AND THROAT BE THE JUDGE
FOR SMOOTHNESS AND MILDNESS...

There's never a rough puff in a Lucky!
COPR. THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMMNV

l.S./MF.T—liec&y $totke Afean* fine 7&6aeeo
So round, so firm, so fully packed — so free and easy on the draw
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Tigs Snap Bulldog Win Streak At 12 Games
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Furman Blasted 12-0 By Heavy Hitting Bengal Nine
Sportfacts
in
Focus
By DICK RAINES
At the present, Clemson's baseball prospects seem to
be brighter than at any other time during the season While
there are several weak spots that could stand improvement,
the team as a whole is performing very well. From the last
.,.,,.
i .,
...
, ,,
few games, the pitching seems to be the most improved. Monday, Hugh Kea hurled one of the best pitched games seen on
the local diamond this year, pitching four straight innings
. .
,,
.
, .
™
L i • -r,-,-, -^
i -J. i i
before allowing a hit. The next day, Bill Ford pitched a
five-hit game against Furman as he hurled the first Tiger
shutout of the season. The Tiger bats have not been kept si- I
°
lent for many days either. Rollins is the only team lo shut
Ottt the Bengals, while lately the Tiger's batsmen have been
hitting for distance. Leaders in the batting parade so far
have been "Knobby" Knoebels with three homers in two
days, Ray Mathews, who hit a four master against Furman,
Doug Angley, who had one homer and many other hits, Ken
Culberson presently leading the Tiger home run hitters, and
"Cowboy" Rughtry, who has come up with some unexpected
power at the plate this year. All of these men have at least
one home run in addition to other long clouts. Combined
with the rest of the team, these men form a unit which is
trying to outdo last year's slugging team that blasted out
about thirty home runs.

Hugh Klea Limits Georgia To Six Knocks;
"Knobby" Knoebel Gels 2 Circuit Blows

Bill Ford Hot In Giving Up Only Five Hits;
Knoebel, Aughtry, Mathews Hit Homers

The Clemson Tigers broke a twelve-game winning streak
of the Georgia Bulldogs Monday afternoon as they barged
three Cracker pitchers for eleven hits, including two home
runs by leftfielder "Knobby" Knoebel. In defeating the Bulldogs-7-3, the Tigers enjoyed perhaps their best pitched game
of the season, for curve-ball artist "Hootie" Kea limited the
men from Georgia to 6 hits in going the full nine innings.
The Tigers scored all their runs by the sixth inning before
Georgia could break the scoring ice and begin their counterattack in the seventh.
it was not until the fifth inning that the Bulldogs got their
first hit of the game, a double

A' growling Clemson Tiger baseball nine marched • to
their ninth win of the season here Tuesday as they annihilated a hapless Furman nine by a count of 12 to 0. So decisive and tremendous was the one-sided victory that Coach
Walter Cox substituted practically a whole new Bengal team
in the 8th inning.

sliced

into

]£ft

center

field

by N

Rushlon Capfams

first baseman Mitchell. The next I
Georgia hit did not come until!
the seventh inning when the
While Kea;
Crackers first tallied.
did not strike out but five men,
ever
By GEORGE FACCHIN ,
>; t (?eo!gii1 J?***1 .. seemed;
completely
baffled by the van- i
The old saying, "strength lies
ous curves and "dipsy-doodles"
thrown at them by the Clemson : in numbers," applies to a well
I balanced track and field team.
ace
| This, year Clemson should again
^
j have the necessary strength to
In the first inning the first capture the annual State Track
three Georgia batters were re- j Meet at Clinton, South Carolina.
tired in order. But it was dur- The lad who will lead Clemson's
ing the initial stanza that Clem- ' onslaught against competing state
son began the scoring. After schools and outside competition
Knoebel was retired on a fly
ball to the right and Mathews
grounded out, first baseman to
the pitcher, Doug Angley drew
a walk, stole second and went
i
to third as the catcher threw
the ball into center field. The
next batter, Culberson also received a free pass to first base.
KEA APPEARS AS TIGER ACE
On the second pitch, the ClemWith the collegiate baseball season well underway,
son shortstop started down to
Hugh Kea seems to have come forth as the ace of the
second but stopped after he
Clemson mound staff. Although the Tiger hurler has I drew a throw from the catcher.
i Caught off first, Culberson
only won two while dropping one, he showed plenty of ; seemed to be in a run down
"stuff" as he handcuffed the Georgia batters Monday. I when he slid back into first
Kea didn't allow a hit until the fifth inning, and it was j safely. During this time, Angley scored the first Tiger run
not until the seventh inning that the Bulldogs managed
of the ball game. Deanhardt
to drive across a tally. Kea hails from South Georgia
followed with a walk, and
Aughtry got a hit to deep shortand is a sophomore with two more years of eligibility
stop as Umbricht made a beauleft So far the veteran hurler has wins over Michigan
tiful stop to prevent another
Clemson talley. McKay ended
State and Georgia, whose winning streak he broke after
the inning by bouncing one
twelve straight wins, and has only lost to Duke, when
back to the pitcher who thew
he was defeated by a ninth inning home run. Monday
to the catcher covering home is one who runs the mile, half
for tike force play on Culberson.
he completely mastered the Bulldog batters, striking out
mile and anchors the mile relay
Clemson scored what proved to team. This lad is a hard runner,
five and making the others look foolish, swinging at his
be the winning run in the next a conscientious worker, and has
various assortment of curves.
frame when Kea, Tiger hurler, a fighting heart, on the cinder
with one down beat out a hit to path. The man who possesses
PLEASE STAY OFF THE TACK
the shortstop who overthrew first,
This is another plea to all of you who attend the baseball Kea going to second. Knoebel fol- these characteristics is Gil Rushton, captain of the 1950 track
games. Additional bleachers and the extension of the wire lowed with the first of two four team. Yes, this is the same lad
screen along the left field line now makes it possible to ac- baggers over the left field fence who does a bang-up job on the
to drive in his first two runs.
commodate more of the fans. This was done for the safety Mathews and Angley singled to football team.
and comfort of those attending, and so that the track teams j right in succession to drive He
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in Still. Culberson then greeted; iy from the
He
seats for many students, and those students are now asked to the
■
new Bulldog hurler promptly, tended Greenville High School,
utilize the additional facilities erected for them. Students with a single to center to send | where he played football and
home Mathews with what proved
are also asked to enter the field at the main gate instead of to be the winning I Tiger run. baseball, but, oddly enough, did
not participate in track. This was
along the track, thus enabling the track team to get in more Deanhardt ended the frame by due to the fact that track had
bouncing into a double play, been eliminated during the war
hours of practice. J
pitcher to shortstop to first.
years. However, his track career
CINDERMEN OPEN SEASON WITH UPSET WIN
While Kea held Georgia hit- did begin in the army, for at
less through the first four inn- Fort Knox, Kentucky, he parLast Saturday the Tiger track team upset the cinings, Clemson scored again in ticipated in baseball and track.
dermen from Presbyterian. Both the freshman and varthe fourth frame. Knoebel led
off the inning by reaching first Last season Gil put on some exsity teams claimed victories over their opponents as P.
on Pitcher Still's error. "Knob- cellent performances with his
C.'s famed 10-second backfield failed to make a showby", then proceeded to steal great runs; he is striving for the
ing except in the mile relay where they raced to an easy
second base and as the catch- : same this year. We might also
er's throw bounced off his foot, ' add that he captured the 880 yard
victory. One of the most exciting races of the day was
the Tiger left fielder got up
the 100-yard dash in which all six entries raced side by
and raced into third. Mathews run at the State Meet last year.
side most of the way. From last Saturday's meet, Clemfollowed with a double to left
Track is an individual sport
center to drive in the Tiger's
son's strength seems to lie in the 100-yard dash, the mile
that is based on desire, a will to
fifth run of the game.
and 880-yard run, the pole vault, the shot put, and the
run training habits and individual
KNOEBEL'S SECOND HOMER* efforts. Once you have seen Gil
hurdles.
"Heavy" Holshouser and "Bummie" TownStill managed to retire the Bensend are probably the two most outstanding members of
gals in order in the fifth stanza, Rushton perform, we feel certain
the team.
"Heavy" has thrown the shot well over
but in the sixth inning, Kea led that you will say that he possesses
off with a single to right. Then all these qualities necessary for
forty-five feet several times this year and will be out to
came Knoebel's second blast as his track victories. For racing
capture the event in the state meet. Clemson's leading
he clouted a four master over at its best, look this spring for
the left field fence once again to
point man Saturday was Townsend, who also was the
drive in two more runs. A fly to those heading in for the homeonly man to capture two first places, as he tallied eleven
left retired Mathews, but Angley, stretch,, and "you'll see Gil Rushunits. This is "Bummy's" first year as a vaulter, and
the next Clemson batsman, kept ton leading the Tiger cindermen
things alive with a single down' to victory.
he. came through to take third place. These two form
(Continued on Page 6)
the basis for the 1950 Clemson track team which will defend their State Championship at Clinton on May 12 and
13.
COMPLIMENTS OF
TIGER NINE LOSES EXHIBITION
On Monday, April 10, after their return from Florida,
the Tiger nine took on the Calhoun Falls Clippers, a semiANDERSON, S. C.
420 S. MAIN*STREET
pro textile team. Both teams scored seemingly at will, but

Bengal Track Team

PETE'S GRILL

semi-prp boys were able to tally the most. Even with Culrerson and Aufihtry hitting two home runs apiece, the Tigers
were unable to overtake the Clippers. Coach Cox said he
used the exhibition to test infield and outfield combinations.
ROSES WHERE THEY ARE DUE
This column would like to thank the Military Department and the Commandant's Office for calling off
the scheduled drill and parade last Tuesday in order that
the "troops" might see the baseball game with Furman.
This gesture showed that military men, here at Clemjon are willing to let the "troops" enjoy themselves one
Tuesday afternoon.
INTRAMURAL TOURNAMENTS
In order to qualify for the Intramural Golf Tournament,
those interested must play 18 holes and turn the scores in to
Mr. Cooper at the "Y" not later than Wednesday, April 26.
Mr. Cooper has also announced that the pairings for the Intramural Tennis Tournament will be posted in the "Y" tomorrow, April 21. Play is slated to start tomorrow also.
Those playing in the tourney will have been notified, but
they are asked to check the pairings at the "Y".

The Purples from Greenville | pilfered second base. The burly
started as if they were> going to! Bengal first sacker was thrown
give the Country Gentlemen a out as he attempted to stretch his
run for their money.
The first; double into a triple, thereby endHornet to come to the plate poked; ing the first canta with the scorea single over second base.
Tig board reading Clemson 2, Furman
hurler Bill Ford then issued a 0.
free ticket to the next batter, thus I
While Ford was tossing nothsetting the stage for the third' ing but goose eggs at the Bees,
man in the Hurricane lineup to'; Clemson was having a field day
get a scratch hit which filled the with the willow. They added
bases. There was still nobody three more markers in the secbut and the fate of the Beitgals ond frame, two in the third,
was extremely doubtful.
one in the sixth, and two in
But then, moundsman Ford the seventh Highlights of
stopped a minute to take stock of these scoring sprees were home
the situation, and the pause paid runs by Ray Mathews, "KnobRaw Mathews, Tiger centerfielder, is being congratulated by some
off. With the bags still loaded, I by" Knoebel, and "Cowboy"
of his teammates just after he hit one for the circuit in Tuesday's
12 to 0 rout of Furman's Purple Hurricane. The win over Furhe proceeded to send the next Aughtry. Knoebel's four-masman ran Clemson's winning streak to four straight.
three batters to the bench via ter gave him three for the last
the strikeout route.
two days. He swatted two
That attempted rally by Furround-trippers against
the
man was the first and last seUniversity of Georgia. It was
rious threat that they made
Aughtry's third and MathewS*
during the entire ball game.
second of the year.
Ford had the entire bunch virDiA Hendley, reliable Tiger
tually eating from his hand as catcher, shared the hitting spothe exhibited a hard, fast ball light with centerfielder Mathews.
and a sparkling change of pace. Each of these Coxmen garnered
Citadel's netmen came within All in all, he whiffed ten Fur- three base hits. Also notable
South Carolina's Gamecdcks
turned the tables on the Clem- 1 point of throwing a shut-out at man batsmen and let them have among the sluggers who raked
son golf team Tuesday at the Bos- the Tiger squad in Charleston no more than five safe blows.
three Furman pitchers for fifteen
cobel Golf Course when they beat Saturday when they downed
Clemson tallied what later hits were Aughtry, Deanhardt and
the Tigers by a 15 to 12 score. Coach Hoke Sloan's boys to the proved to be the winning run in Knoebel. This trio blasted 1wo
Earlier in the season the Game- tune of 8-1.
their half of the first frame. safe blows apiece.
cocks had gained a tie with the
However, the star of the til*-.
Clemson's Harold
Little John "Knobby" Knoebel started the
Bengal linksmen in Columbia.
captured the lone Tiger tally when fireworks when he beat out an p.nd the one red roses shoul
John Rees again led his mates he dropped Carmichael of The infield hit. Mathews then fol- go to is Bill Ford. Ford, an
lowed with a safe blow, Knoebel outstanding sophomore moundsand shared medalist honors with Citadel, 6-3, 6-4.
taking third on the hit-an-run man, gave all appearances of
Carolina's Compton. Rees and
The Bulldogs come to Tiger- play. Doug Angley then lifted repeating his last year's freshCompton had one-under-par 7l's.
Billy Delk was not far behind town tomorrow for a return a high fly to center that enabled man performance. He appearmatch and the Clemson netters Knoebel to cross the platter with ed cool and collected at all
with a 73.
will be out for revenge.
the first tally of the contest. Luke times, and time and again bafResults:
Deanhardt belted a two ply blow fled the Hornet willow-wielders
Results:
Delk (Clemson) defeated Tho(Continued on Page b)
Bulkman (Citadel) defeated that scored Mathews who had
ren, 2 1-2—1-2
Smith, 6-4, 6-3.
Dial (South Carolina) defeatLittlejohn (Clemson) defeated
ed McKinney, 2 1-2—1-2
Carmichael 6-3, 6-4.
Delk and McKinney tied ThoMcMillan (Citadel) defeated
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ren and Dial, 1 1-2—1 1-2
Black, 6-4, 6-2.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
Moore (Citadel) defeated MerCompton (South Carolina) de327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
ritt, 6-3, 3-6, 61.
feated Alexander, 3-0
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Spain (Citadel) defeated LeRees • (Clemson) defeated
Grande, 7-5, 4-6, 7-5.
.
Thrasher, 3—0
Reimold
and
Bulkman
(CitaRees and Alexander tied Compdel) defeated Draper and Little-'
WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
ton and Thrasher, 1 1-2—1 1-2 >
John, 6-4, 6-3.
Clemmons (South Carolina) . Carmichael and Moore (CitaGAS FILTERS
SPARK PLUGS
defeated Chapman, 3—0
del) defeated Smith and Merritt,
OIL FITTERS
SPEEDOMETER CABLES
Bethel (Clemson) defeated 6-4, 6-2.
AIR CLEANERS
FUEL PUMPS
Westfield, 3—0
McMillan and Simmons (CitaClemmons and Westerfield de- del) defeated Black and LeGrand,
Phone 382
Seneca, S. C.
feated Bethel and Chapman, 3—0 6-3, 12-10.

Carolina Drops Tig

Tiger Nefmen Drop

»i 15 To 12

Match To Bulldogs

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.

r
Any way, and every way, you measure it
—FIRST... and Finest... at Lowest Cost!
Measure size, and you'll find Chevrolet's the longest, heaviest car in its
field—bar none. Measure styling and
beauty, and you'll find it's the only car
in its field with the world-famous
Body by Fisher. Measure driving-ease,
and you'll find that only Chevrolet
offers you your choice of the finest
no-shift driving or the finest standard
driving—at lowest cost. Measure performance, riding-comfort and safety,
and you'll find it's the only low-priced
car combining the extra-efficient Valvein-Head Engine, the extra-smooth
Knee-Action Gliding Ride, and extradependable Certi-Safe Hydraulic
Brakes!

And remember — Chevrolet alone
provides all these and many other
fine-car advantages at the lowest
prices and with such low operating
and upkeep costs.
Come in! See Chevrolet for 1950.
And we know youll agree that, any
way and every way you measure it,
it'» first and finest at lowest cost!
Introducing Chevrolet's Exclusive New

POWER^M
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION*

Z

NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER

(in sparkling new color harmonies) Now
more than ever "die most beautiful bodies
built"—inside and out—exclusive to Chevrolet and higher priced cars.
NEW TWO-TONE FISHER INTERIORS

—
^

(extra-roomy .... extra-luxurious) With
new upholstery—new colors—new appointments—placing Chevrolet far ahead in
both beauty and comfort.

■2.
~
Z.
I—

Assuring a remarkable degree of steering
ease, under all driving conditions—another
vital feature found only in Chevrolet and
more expensive cars.

CENTER-POINT STEERING

CURVED WINDSHIELD
with PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
r (in Fisher Unisteel Bodies) Supplying exZ— tra vision all around the car—extra bodyr strength and durability—extra safety-protection for you and your family.

*&nbination of Povterglide Transmission and 105-b.p.
engine optional on De Laxe models at extra cost.

BIGGEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CARS

New Lower Prices make Chevrolet more than ever
America's Best Seller . . . America's Best Buy

CHEVROLET

Biggest in every way, for Chevrolet is the
longest, heaviest car in its field, and has
Z. the widest tread, all of which contributes
-* to maximum stability and safety.
EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWNOPERATE AND MA1NTAIN-

- and traditionally bringing you more value
2—when you trade; for Chevrolet cars are
E* most wanted—new or used.
PROVED CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES

Giving swifter, safer, straightline stops and embodying
new Dubl-Life rivetless
brake linings that last
up to twice as long.

BIG DANCES COMING UP — GET SET
at

HOKE SLOAN'S
White Dinner Jackets and Tuxedo Equipment

We Sell the Material ....
Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga.
Does the Work.

■Xi&^

Th* S*yl«fio» D» Ux» 4-Door Mm

SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

EXCELSIOR MILLS STORE

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed under '"Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory

Thursday, April 20, 1950
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Cindermen Upset P. C. 86-44; Season's First Meet
Bummy Townsend Takes First Place In
Two Events To Lead Tigs To First Win
Clemson's varsity track team opened the 1950 season
Saturday by walloping a scrappy P. C. squad to the tune of
87-44. The partisan crowd that witnessed the meet saw the
underdog Bengals show surprising strength in every department, and everyone who attended was surprised at the unexpected showing of Rock Norman's hard working crew.

Wildcats Fall Prey
To Hungry Bengals

The hard fighting Clemson Tigers batted themselves to victory
! as they defeated Davidson, 13-11,
\ in a Southern Conference basej ball game. The Tigers combined
Clemson's diamondmen are currently on a four game
Julius Townsend again showed^
j ten hits with nine bases on balls
winning streak. The Tig nine turned in their best per- his versality in the 120 , yd. high
to subdue the Wildcats. '
formance of the season in beating the Georgia. Bulldogs 7 to hurtles, capturing both this event
j Clemson jumped off to an early
and
the
high
hurdles
to
gain
high
3 on Monday and blanking Furman's Wind 12 to 0 the fol! lead as they tallied four times in
scoring honors for the day. Jackie
lowing day.
the first frame. The game WildCalvert scored a personal triumph
Georgia had been riding high, wide and handsome with in winning the < 100 yd. dash becots fought back and scored ten
a 12 game winning streak, but the Tigers completely out- cause it was at the hands of this
runs before the Tigers counted
Its a little early to be talking again.
With
the
score
4-10
classed the 'Dogs in their 7 to 3 triumph. "Killer" Kea hand- same foe that he suffered defeat
cuffed -the men from Athens with his curve ball. "Killer" in an exciting finish last year. football, but there is one boy against them, the Tigers took the
here at Clemson who should be lead in the bottom of the sixth
pitched hitless ball for five innings, and not until the seventh Giant-sized Bob Hudson surJackie Calvert is shown above as he breaks the tape to win the 100-yard dash in last Saturday's
heard from in a big way next inning as they marked up seven
track meet with Presbyterian. Other Clemson men include Bob Hudson (fourth from left) who
prised everyone, particularly his
frame did the "Crackers" come across with a tally.
took second place and Pete Cook (extreme right) who finished a close fourth. Weldon, P. C.
I tallies.
Highlight of the rally
worthy
opponents,
as
he
ran
a
Knobby Knoebel, Tig leftfielder, was the big man at
man, who won third place, is shown on the extreme left.
was Culberson's fourmaster with
close second to Calvert.
the plate in Monday's fray. Knoebel clouted two balls out
the bases loaded. The . Bengals Hunter, p ...
1
__1
of the park thus driving in four runs, which was more than THE SUMMARY:
scored once again in the seventh Torrence, p
0
_1
One mile run—Rayle (C); 2.
the Georgians were able to do during the entire affair. Both
and a final tally in the eighth as
Jackson
(C); 3. Brown (PC).
Kea and Knoebel were the men who held the largest hand in
j Davidson's final run came
on
Time 4:41:2.
Clemson
ab
h
| Auburn Lambeth's home run ovsnapping the Bulldogs' winning streak.
Crouch, 2b
...5
1
440 Yard
Dash—1.
Fleming
er the left field wall.
The Clemson freshman track
880—Reddy (PC), Frolick (C),
0
(PC); 2. Lewis (C); 3. Willis (C).
Mathews,
cf
_„3
For Clemson, • Griffith • started,
team showed that they would be Johnson (C). Time 2:12.4.
FUMAN "UNFORTUNATE"
Time 51.9.
but Baker had to finish for the Angley, rf
__.3
0
of great value to the varsity next
220—Jordan (PC), Mull (PC),
Tiger right-hander.
Baker re- Culberson, ss
2
100 Yard Dash—1. Calvert (C);
5
If the Tigers continue to maintain the pace they've
year in winning a close but deci- Frerret (C). Time 22.5.
ceived
credit
for
the
win,
while
2. Hudson (C); 3. Weldon (PC).:
Crocker, lb
.
L.3
0
kept the past four contests they're pretty apt to be on
Torrence, second Davidson hurler,
sive victory over the first-year
Two mile — McQueen (PS),
Time 10.5.
Deanhardt,
lb
2
0
took the loss.
their way to another Conference championship.
men of the Blue Stockings by a King (C). Time 12:24.8.
120 Yard High Hurdles—1.
1
4
The game's leading hitter was Aughtry, ss
66-62 decision.
Furman certainly didn't give Coach Cox's baseball220 low hurdles — Revel (C),
Culberson who also hit a double. Knoebel, If _..
Townsend (C); 2. Richardson;
3
3
Outstanding
among
the
freshWatts
(PC). Time 7.6.
ers much of a workout on Tuesday. Sophomore Bill
Knoebel, Tiger leftfielder,
got Hendley, e
(C); 3. Lauter (PC). Time 16.6.
0
2
men were: Froelicja, who ran a
Shotput—Radcliff C, (C), Philthree
hits
in
three
times
at
bat,
Ford held the Purples to 5 scattered hits and allowed no
880 Yard run—1. Cason (C); 2.
Cox, c .._
2
1
stile three bases, and made two
close second to Reddy of P. C, hower (C), Gaskins (C. Distance
runs in earning his third win of the season. The men
Brock (C); 3. Wham (C). Time
2
0
brilliant fielding plays to claim Griffith, p _
in the 880 yard dash, Revel, who 41' 4—3-4.
2:9:3.
from Greenville had had a three and nothing record in
2
_..2
the individual honors for both Baker, p
captured 1st place in the
120
Discus throw—Radcliff C, (C),
teams.
220 Yard Dash—1. Weldon
conference play, but the loss put them in a tie for second
yard high hurdles, and Radcliffe, Gaskins (C), Philhower (C). Dis36
13
10
8
Totals
__
Bird,
Wildcat
third
baseman,
(PC); 2. Fleming (PC); 3. Newplace in the Southern division of the Southern Conferwho showed outstanding ability tance 117'9".
was the only Davidson man to
ton (PC). Time 22.5.
Davidsoh_ _ _ _002 134 001—11
ence with Clemson. So weak was the opposition offerin the shotput division.
Two mile Run—1. McKay (C); fall when the grid season gets get two hits.
Pole vault—Watts (PC), Moore
Clemson_ _ _ ..400 007 llx—13
One mile — McQueen (PC), (C), Barclift, Bob (PC).
2. Brown (PC); 3. Boyd .(C). underway. This boy is Earl
Dised by Furman, that Coach Cox sent his starting nine to
Box score:
Time 10:45.4.
Simpson
<C),
Ervin
(C).
Time
tance
10'
6".
Wrightenberry,
a
6'1",
215
pound
the showers, save the batteries, at the end of the eighth
Davidson
h
ab
E—Bird, Houck,
Aughtry 2,
220 Yard Low Hurdlers—1.; lad from Burlington, North Caro5:44.
Jamelin throw — Odom (C),
Pearson, ss ._
_.._4
1
Erwin, Deanhardt, Crocker. RBI
inning.
Richardson (C); 2. Clud (C); 3.
440—Woodward (C), Barclift, Mullinax (C), Watt (PC). DisRice, If
.
1
—Culberson
5,
Aughtry,
Cox,
__.4
lina.
And
if
past
record
means
Scoonyers (PC). Time 27.7.
Bill (PC), Barclift, Bob
(PC). tance 154'.
2
Hunter, Pearson, Jervis, Mapes
1JS
Shot Put—1. Holshouser (C); anything, Earl should turn out Bird, 3b
Time
54:5.
Broad jump—Watt (PC), Jor"ITADEL TO BE OPPOSITION THIS WEEKEND
^
__4
1
2, Lambeth, Rice 2, Bird, Knoebel,
2. Hudson (C); '3. Facchin (C).| to be one of the standouts in Maples, lb
100—Jordan (PC), Mull (PC), dan (PC), Moore (C).
Distance
Lambeth,
cf
1
....5
Mathews
2,
Baker,
Lambeth.
2B
45 feet 10 inches.
Watts i(PC). Time 10.4.
19' 6".
Coach Howard's forward wall.
The Tigers have 9 wins against 5 losses so far this season Distance
Erwin,
rf
.
.....5
0
—Culberson.
32—Hunter
MaHigh Jump—1. Townsend (C);i
120 high hurdles — Revel (C),
High jump—Gaskins (C), Watt
.
4
1
ples,
Rice.
HR—Culberson,
and they, stand an excellent chance of improving that record 2. Groninger (PC); 3. Slattery| Earl came to Tigertown in the Jervis, c
Blume (C), Ballew (C).
Time (PC). Height 5-10.
Houck,
2b
1
Lambeth.
fall
of
1948
but
had
a
little
difi_4
17.4.
Relay won by PC (forfeit).
tomorrow, and Saturday when they encounter Citadel's Bull- (C). Height 6 feet.
Pole Vault—1. Brannon (C); 2. ficulty with the books and was ;
dogs. Furman has beaten the Cadets on two occasions, so Gooch (PC); 3. Townsend (C). ineligible for the 1949 campaign. [
if last Tuesday's title is any indication of Furman's squad, Height 11 feet 6 inches.
He was one of the mainstays in I
Discus—1.
Martin
(PC); 2.; the '48 Frosh line.
the Tigers should undoubtedly extend their streak to six
Hudson (C); 3. Facchin (C). Dis-,
games.
Earned 4 Letters In High School
tance 141 feet, 8 inches.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
Wrightenberry left behind him
Javelin—1. Freudenberger (C);
AND STUDENTS
2. Gooch (PC); 3. Brodie (C). one of the most brilliant records
TRACKSTERS ARE LOOKING FOR SECOND WIN
ever
held
by
an
athlete
at
BurDistance 153 feet, 9 inches.
108 N. Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
Broad Jump—1. Gooch (PC); lington High School. He particiAfter last week's easy 86-44 win over Presbyterian,
2. Riveria (C); 3. Clud (C). Dis- pated in four different sports
the Tigers have been working hard in preparation for
there and was a standout in every ,
tance 20 feet, 1 1-4 inches.
Relay—1. Presbyterian ,Fl'em- one of them. Even though Earl I
their meet with their arch rivals, the Carolina Gameming, Gooch, Sasser, McCutch- concentrated mainly on football, :
cocks. Clemson hasn't lost a dual meet since they were
he still had time to play basketeon). Time 1:35.
ball,
baseball,
participate
in
defeated by the 'Cocks back in the spring of '48. Last
A Complete General Merchandise Store
track and field events, and box
year the Tigers rolled over the men of U. S. C. with ease,
YOUR NORGE DEALER
some. Earl caught for his high
but this year the meet figures should be somewhat closer,
Phone 630
Seneca, S. C.
school nine and threw ths discus, i
javelin and shot-put on the track
Carolina has more strength in her dash men than the
squad. He also won the Golden |
Tigers, but the men from Tigertown have some fine disGloves championship in Reids- i
tance men, hurlers and field events men.
ville in the early part of 1948.
COMPLIMENTS
Earl will probably man the deClemson's Baby Tigs came out on top in their first meet
Clemson turned in one of the fensive squad left guard slot for |
also, but their opposition will be a good deal stronger this most one-sided golf wins in many the Tigers next fall and he'll be
a season Friday afternoon as they a good one. Earl made the N. C.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
week in their meet with the Baby Chicks of South Carolina* downed the Wofford Terriers to All Western Conference team and
"Knobby" Knoebel, Tiger leftfielder, is shown above sliding into
The Frosh like the varsity are weak in the dashes, but they the tune of 26 1-2 to 1-2 in Spar- the All State squad in 1947. He third base ahead of a throw from the centerfielder after the
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME
catcher's throw to second base had gone wild. Knoebel stole
was one of the outstanding linehave considerable strength in the other events, particularly tanburg
three bases in the game with Davidson, as Clemson won, 13-11.
men in the Shrine game in Charthe field events. A double win would put the cindermen on tJ^n^eTlS^ole l^to lotte that same year and helped ♦♦^♦^^♦♦♦♦^♦^♦.^
the right road for taking another Palmetto track champion- take medalist honors for the af- his mates get a 7-7 tie with the
Carolina eleven.
More
ternoon. Billy Delk was close South
ship.
than two dozen big schools were
behind with a 74.
trying to get Wrightenberry to
Results:
■ enroll (Clemson, Duke, Wake
GOLFERS HOPE TO IMPROVE RECORD SATURDAY
Rees (Clemson) defeated Quick Forest, University of North CaroBox 200
lina, Georgia Tech, South CaroThe Tiger linksmen have compiled a record of 2 wins, 2 1-2—1-2.
McKinney (Clemson defeated lina, Florida, V. P. I., The Citadel,
2 losses and 1 tie thus far. The losses were suffered at the I Moss,
Miarhi and many others), and
3—0.
hands of The Citadel and U. S. C, while Furman and Wof- Rees and 'McKinney defeated Earl picked Clemson because he
said that he liked Coach Howard
ford were defeated by the Tigers, The deadlock occurred' Quick and Moss, 3—0.
Wil- and Coach McMillan better than
Delk
(Clemson)
defeated
in the other match with Carolina.
any of the others.
son, 3—0.
Cream Deodorant
The Citadel boasts the best team record in the State and Alexander (Clemson) defeated When Earl finishes out his
1 oz. jar
playing days here at Clemson he
a win over the military boys would be impressive for the Tig j Pate, 3—0.
defeated would like to go into pro ball for
golfers. Delk, Rees, Alexander, McKinney, Bethel, and Pate and Wilson, 3—0.
a few years and then take a
Chapman hope to redeem themselves in the match Saturday Chapman (Clemson) defeated coaching job. He is majoring in
Education here.
Pool, 3—0.
at Boscobel.
defeated
Bethel
(Clemson)
Two weeks from now the golf team will be participating Elamm, 3^0.
Economy Dental
in the annual Inter-Collegiate Golf Tournament. Last year Chapman and Bethel defeated
Cream
the Tigers finished in a tie with Wofford for second. . South Pool and Elamm, 3—0.

frHNSmry To
iff Heta Is?

Frosh Trackslers Defeat P. C. 66-62 As
Revel And Radcliff Capture Two Events

STONE BROTHERS

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY

Terriers Defeated
By Tiger Golfers

SAM'S LUNCH

KLEENEX
TISSUE

18c

ARRID

59c

COLGATE

Font's Camera Shop

Carolina is the defending State champions.
ATTENTION!!!!!
Many of the foul balls hit at games here at Clemson
are being taken by small boys and outsiders. While no
Clemson students are suspected of taking the balls, Coach
Cox has asked that all students please cooperate in helping retrieve all balls hit out of the playing field.
NEWS BRIEFS ,
Gene Moore, last season's grid captain, is currently playing baseball with the Philadelphia Athletics' farm team in i
Wilmington, Delaware . . . June Pruitt, former Tib basketball star, is managing the Southern Bleachery nine . . . Joe
Landrum, top hurler in Texas last year, is suffering from
sore arm trouble, but is still on the Fort Worth roster . . .
Frank Gillespie, who holds a position with I. B. M., is playing ball with Lyman during his off hours.

"Between the Banks"

Tennis Ladder

ANDERSON, S. C.

. Claire Draper
2. Harold Littlejohn
3. Glenn Smith
4. Harry Merritt
5. Joe Black
6. D. C. LeGrande
7. Jack Neel
8. Ben McLeod
9. Vernon Smith
10. C. D. Coleman

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.
Easley, South Carolina

•••rniirr"*!*"

Y'

with every package of

FRIDAY, APRIL 21

49c

MONDAY, TUESDAY
APRIL 24, 25
STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Anderson

29c
Double Edge Blades
10 for

Late Show 10:15
"BACKFIRE"

'0n The Town'
COMING
APRIL 27-28
"SANDS OF IWO JIMA"

Free . . . Tube Gillette
Shaving Cream

"The Little Theatre With the
Big: Hits"
PHONE 3341

'Lone Star Pioneer'

NAIL FILES
TWEESERS
NAIL SCISSORS

Tooth Brush
Special

SILVER STAR

SATURDAY, APRIL 22

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

TEK

PENDLETON
THEATRE

'Captain China'

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

59c

Double
Danderine
Double
Value
2—35c bottles
only 47c

JERGENS
LOTION
Tax Included

54c
HALO
SHAMPOO

47c

CANASTA

$1.10

Canasta Cards

CANASTA SET

Cards, Rule Book, Score Pad, Tray
Special
$1 98
Bridge Table Coyer inprinted with
Canasta Rules, Plastic
$1.00

_L
indoor snapshots are simple...

V

V

20 Gillette Blades

98c
Rexall
Antihistamine
Tablets
Stop That Cold

39c

Simply attach the accessory Kodak Flasholder and you're
all set for indoor picture taking — even in gorgeous full color.
Camera accepts 8-exposure Kodak 828 Films. In stock here for
jonly$29.°5; Flasholder, $11.08. Prices include Federal Tax.

L. C. Martin Drug Company

IP. S. McCollum, Owner

Clemson, S. C.
THE REXALL STORE

'age 6

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Mumnus Gets
Post In Germany
Captain Clarence K. Sells, who
iraduated from Clemson in 1940,
las been assigned to the Wurzlurg Military Post in Wurzburg,
Jermany, as statistical officer of
he comptroller section.
Captain Sells, who is a vete•an of twenty-two months service
n the Pacific Theater, received
iis Regular Army commission in
November, 1947. He received his
•eserve commission in 1943.
While a student at Clemson,
Sells was a member of Phi Psi
ratemity. Prior to entering the
Army, he was a textile engineer
.vith Drayton Mills, Spartanburg.
Captain Sells was assigned to
:he European Command in early
1949 from the Infantry School at
Fort Benning, Georgia, and resides in the Wurzburg Military
Community with his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy B. Sells.

Engineering Exam
Will Be Given
An examination for engineers
to fill positions in various Federal
agencies in Washington, D. C,
and vicinity, has been announced
by the United States Civil Service Commission. Applications
must be received in the Commission's Washington office not later
than May 9, 1950.
To qualify, applicants must (a)
have completed a 4 year college
course leading to a bachelor's degree in engineering, or (b) have
had 4 years of professional experience in technical engineering,
or (c) have had a combination of
such education and experience.
In addition they must have had
from 2 to 4 years of professional
experience in engineering, the
amount depending on the salary
level for which they wish to be
considered. Pertinent graduate
study may be substituted for part
of the professional experience. No
written test will be given.
The age limits, which will be
wavied for persons entitled to
veteran preference, are 18 to 68
years.
Full information about the examination, and application forms,
may be secured at most first-and
second-class Post Offices, from
Civil Service regional offices, or
from the United States Civil Service Commission, Washington 25,
D. C.

Furman Blasted
(Continued from Page 4)
with bis amazing' array of
pitchers. Particularly outstanding: was a drop which made
more than one Furmanite fan
the air.
Hfts strikeout total was tops for
the year, and the five hits that
he let Furman have was the lowest amount yielded by any Tiger
hurler during the season. It was
also the first time the Tigers had
whitewashed their opponents.
The Coxman will go after two
more Conference wins this weekend when they journey to Charleston to engage The Citadel in "a
pair of games.
The lineup:
Clemson \
ab r
Knoebel, M
5 2
Hines
0 0
Mathews, cf __
4 2
Masters, cf
1 o
Angley, rf
4 0
Gooding, rf
1 o
Culberson, ss
__4 l
Evans, ss
0 0
Deaihardt, lb
__4 l
Crocker, lb
1 o
Aughtry, 2b
4 2
Crouch, 2b _
0 0
McKay, 3b
__4 o
Cornwell, 3b
.
0 0
Hendley, c
__4 2
Ford, p
3 2
Totals

Tigs Snap
(Continued from Page 4)
the right field line However,
Culberson was retired on a fly
to center, and Deanhardt closed
the frame by grounding out to
the second baseman.
After Mitchell sliced a double
into left center to lead off the
fifth frame, Kea retired the
next seven Georgia bat swingers in order. Jackson, Georgia
third baseman was the man
who got the second hit off Kea,
a single past McKay and Culberson into left field. Mitchell
followed,by popping to Culberson. in snort center for the second out of the inning. Then
Bagwell singled to left to put
runners on first and second for
the Bulldogs. Eskew dribbled
one down first base way that
pulled Deanhardt off the bag.
The Tiger first baseman threw
wild to Kea covering the bag,
the ball rolling to one side allowing Jackson to score from
third.
Unbricht ended the,
stanza by grounding out to
Deanhardt, unassisted.
The next inning, Shoemaker,
pinch hitter for the pitcher,
caught hold of a Kea pitch and
golfed it over the left field fence
for a home run for the men from
Athens. Georgia concluded their
scoring in the top of the ninth
when Mitchell sent Jackson all
the way around from first with
the first baseman's second double
of the afternoon.
REVENGE FOR CLEMSON
For Clemson, it was a sweet
victory, for the Bengals were
able to get revenge for a previous defeat handed them by
the Bulldogs last week. Kea
pitched one of the best games
seen on the local diamond this
year as he held Georgia hitless
until the fifth frame, and scoreless until the sixth stanza.
Knoebel once again was the
batting star for Clemson. The
"peppy" little left fielder got
two hits in five times at bat,
both knocks being home runs.
"Knobby" also drove in four
runs to lead in that department,
also. Other batters who were
outstanding for the Tigers were
Mathews with a single and a
double and Angley and Culberson, who had two singles
and a walk each.
For Georgia, it was the end of
a twelve game winning streak

Clemson Youths Will
Attend Girl's State
Miss Sarah Purser and Miss
Kathryn Whitten have been selected by their classmates and the
faculty of Clemson Calhoun High
School to attend Girl's State
which will be held in Columbia
June 6 through June 1.
This program is sponsored by
the American Legion Auxiliary.
Alternates chosen were Miss Marcia Poole and Miss Judy McKenna.
The qualifications necessary for
selection were: leadership, character, courage, honesty, scholarship and cooperativeness.
Mrs. Frank Sharp is president
of the local Auxiliary Unit which
is sending these "citizens" to
Girl's State.

To Present Paper
Dr. N. R. Bryan, associate professor of mathematics, will read
a paper before the Georgia Academy of Sciences, Saturday; April
22, at Oglethorpe University, Oglethorpe, Georgia.
The subject of Dr. Bryan's paper will be "A Statistical Survey
of Mathematics Courses in Liberal Arts Colleges."

BSU Council And

Clemson (hem En
Engineering Profs Prof. H. M. Cox
Visits Campus
Majors Cop Honors To Attend Meet
H. Morris Cox, associate professor of English now on leave, was
Annual Meeting on the campus briefly Tuesday,
In Research Papers of Thethe Sixteenth
Southeastern Section and

Officers Elected
New B. S. U. officers were
elected on April 5 and will go into training May 13. Thse officers
attended a Leadership Conference April 14 through 16 at the
First Baptist Church of Orangeburg, S. C.
The new officers of the B. S.
U. Council are: Jack Ferguson,
president; Chris Turner, enlistment chairman; Bill Adams, social; Bobby Huguley, devotional;
Bob Prince, secretary; Charles
McCombs,
treasurer; ' George
Shelton, Sunday school superintendent; Jim Stovall, training union director; Grady Daniel, publicity chairman; and Ben Wright,
promotion chairman.
Others are: Boyd Gaskin,' extension chairman; Jack Krause,
music chairman; and Madison
Jameson, B. T. U. general secretary.
The B. T. U. cabinet officers
are: Bobby Anderson, Bill Denson, Nolan .Gardner, Bill Shuler,
and W. A. Lytle.
Other officers are Jim Ulmer,
Jimmy Turner, and Bruce Foster.
At the Leadership Conference
Beth .Carlisle of Winthrop, was
elected to replace John Dent of
Clemson as State B. S. U. president. Bill-Adams,- also of Clemson, was elected state social vicepresident.
The new officers of the Clemson B. S. U. will assume their
positions after the annual B. S. U.
banquet which-is to-be held on
May 13. Reservations are $1.00
each, stag or .otherwise, and may
be procured - from Jack Ferguson
starting. May 3.
which was started after the Bulldogs had- lost their first three
starts. , Previously. the men from
Athens had made Clemson their
tenth victim in a row, but number thirteen proved to be unlucky
to the Bulldogs. ' In defeat, Mitchell and' Shoemaker stood out
more than any of the other eleven
players that Coach Whatley had
to use. Mitchel" spanked out two
doubles and drove in one run,
and Shoemaker drove in a single
tally with his pinch hit home
run.
The Box Score:
Georgia
ab r h a
Henderson, rf
3 0 0 0
Eason, cf
4 0 0 0
Jackson, 3b
4 2 14
Mitchell, lb
,
4 0 2 1
Bagwell, If
4 0 1 0
Eskew, 2b
^_ _~3 0 11 2
Unbricht, ss __ _ _4 0 0 4
Monfort, c __ •
2 0 '0 0
Grant, c
1 0 0 0
Hebovy, p
0 0 0 1
Still, p
2 0 0 2
Miles, p
0 0 0 0
a-Shoemaker
_
1 110
Totals _.
32 3 6 H
a-Hit home run for Still in 8th,
Clemson
ab r h a
Knoebel, 111
5,$ 2 0
Mathews, cf
5 12 0
Angley, rf
_3 1 2 0
Culberson, ss
3 0 2 2
Deanhardt, lb
__3 0 0 0
Aughtry, 2b
4 0 14
McKay, 3b
3 0 0 2
Hendley, c _,
4 0 0 2
Kea, p

4

2

2

Q

Two scientists visited Clemson April 1 to observe the research
work being conducted there on dairy calf diseases. Dr. John
Palmer, (left) director of biological research for the E. K. Squibb
Company, drug manufacturers ,is shown some of the newly published findings of Dr. G. W. Anderson (center*), animal pathologist of the South Carolina Experiment Station at Clemson. Looking on is Dr. Christian Segard, medical director of the Wisconsin
Alumni Research Foundation. The visiting scientists discussed
various problems with Dr. Anderson in the interest of coordinating the research being done at Clemson with that now in progress at other locations. Consideration is Jbeing given to the possible expansion of research at Clemson on certain calf diseases
which cause serious losses to dairy farmers.

Otis To Install
Hotel Elevators

Writers' Fral Sets
April 24 Deadline
installation

A contract for the
of two automatic.self-service passenger elevators in the Clemson
House apartment building under
construction here has been awarded to the Otis Elevator Company
at a cost of $40,721. The building is scheduled for completion
in the fall.
Equipped with Otis Duplex
Collective Control, the elevators
will be automatically coordinated
to act as a two-car team and provide maximum servioe. The control system will assign each 'call
to the car that is in the best
position to answer it promptly
yand will prevent both cars' from
answering the same call.
The elevators can be operated
with or without -an attendant.
They will answer "Up" calls on
upward trips and- reverse automatically after the-highest call to
pick up passengers - on the way
down. As the-* elevators travel
up and down the hoistways, the
control system will "store" all
calls until they are answered.
The elevators will level automatically at floor landings, and car
doors will also open and close
automatically. Each elevator will
have a loading capacity of 2,000
pounds and will travel at 200 feet
per minute. Cars will be finished
in enamel.
William Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle
and Wolff, of Columbia, are the
architects. The Daniel Construction Company, Inc. of Greenville,
S. C, is the general contractor.

Friday, April 28, will be the
last day that manuscripts may be
submitted for entrance into Gamma Alpha Mu, honor English fraternity for writers.
Membership in Gamma Alpha
Mu is determined solely on the
recommendation of Octovus Roy
Cohen, former Clemson student
and now a nationally known
writer of fiction.
Manuscripts may be journalistic works, belles letters, poetry, or
other types of literature, except
academic themes or "term papers."
Manuscripts may be turned in
to Professor John D. Lane, Room
31, Main Building, or Charles
Kennemore at any time before
April 28.

Mathematics Society
Plans Term* Meeting
• J. C. Harden, Jr., instructor in
mathematics, and R. B. Johnson,
instructor in mathematics will attend a meeting of the Southeastern branch of the American
Mathematics Society April 20-23
at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The Piedmont section of the
American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists held the
first of their planned annual student contests in Winston-Salem
on April 1st.
Students from Clemson and N.
C. State College participated
since only these schools have
textile chemistry
departments
within the
Piedmont section
which is composed of members
from South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia.
At the technical session of the
Winston meeting,, twd papers
were presented from each school.
These papers were based on research on textile .subjects carried
out by the students : during the
current, year, and originality,
scientific and practical value were
the chief points stressed by the
judges.in presenting the awards.
The paper of a group of Clemson textile chemistry students on
the- subject, "The Dyeing of Nylon With Vae Colors at Normal
Temperatures," was awarded first
place by the judges. This paper
was prepared by Thomas Carter,
Langley, S. C, James Neal, Fort
Mill, S. C, and Neal Westmoreland, Winston-Salem, N. C, and
was presented by Thomas Carter.
The officers and senior members of the section expresed
themselves as being greatly pleased with the high quality of the
work apparent in all the student
papers presented and feel that
the student contest has established itself for the future.

Chemistry Group

the Research Branch of the American Society for Engineering Education will be held at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg
and Roanoke, Virginia on April
20-22.
The meeting will be attended
by: Dean S. B. Earle, Vice-Dean
J. • H. Sams, Professors H. E.
Glenn, C. E. Littlejohn, I. A. Trively, W. L. Lowry all of the engineering department.
Prof. H. E. Glenn will present
a lecture to the Thursday morning session of the Research
Branch on "Civil Engineering,"
including sanitary and public
health engineering.

Math Professors
Attend Meeting
Eleven men from Clemson's
mathematics department attended a meeting of the Mathematical
Association of America in Gainesville, Florida, April 7 and 8.
Attending were Dr. D. C. Sheldon, head of the mathematics department; J. W. LaGrone, associate professor of mathematics; C.
E. Kirkwood, associate professor
of mathematics: J. C. Harden, Jr.,
instructor in mithematics; and R.
B. Johnson, instructor in mathematics.
Also, B. T. Wade, instructor
in mathematics; E. L. Stanley,
assistant professor of mathematics; R. F. Nowack, instructor in
mathematics; P. L. Armstrong,
assistant professor of mathematics; L. H. Potter, instructor in
mathematics; and N. R. Bryan,
associate professor of mathematics. •

April 18.
Mr. Cox has been on study
leave since September of 1948
and will return next September.
He is presently working on his
doctorate at the University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Little Theater
(Continued from Page 1)
volves Leonora Perrycoste, young
English beauty, and Dwight
Houston, handsome American, is
a mutual search for each other's
identity and their consequent love
affair.
Two. madcap days of courtship
are interrputed when Dwight is
called home. The royally amusing conclusion to their difficulties
is well worth the visit to the
theater. The situations evolve
around Leonora's naiveties and
discretions and Dwight's typically American speed and technique.
This may well be the comedy hit
of the Clemson season.
Admission may be purchased in
the barracks and in the community at 75c for adults, 50c for students, in advance or at the gate.
The Parish House seats only 250.

-flBBOtfS"
MEN$ SHOP
SENECA. S.C

(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Merle L. Griffin, national
officers and Mr. Doug Smith, district counselor were present and
presented speakers. Mr. Howard
Bond of the United States Health
Department in Washington, D. C,
and Counselor of the Mid-Atlantic
District also was present and
made a speech.
That afternoon, following this
meeting the U. N. C. chapter put
on a model initiation.
The conclave ended with a
steak supper banquet followed
by a dance, which was held in the
Marine Room in Durham, N. C.

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Students at Clemson .

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY

BLUE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS

Frank Dillard, Mgr.

EVERY DAY THOUSANDS
ARE PROVING CHESTERFIELDS
ttftW
GlfcARfl
SMOKE
WUR $B
.-JsSS^P

Totals
34 7 11 10
Georgia _.. _ _000 000 111—3
Clemson _.
130 102 OOx—7
E—McKay, Montfort 2, Umbricht, Still, Culberson, Deanhardt.
RBI—Knoebel 4, Culberson, Mathews, Mitchell, Shoemaker. 2B
—Mathews, Mitchell 2. HR —
Knoebel 2, Shoemaker.

Thursday, April 20, 1950
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The Aroma Tells You..We tobacco fanners know that when tobaccos smell
milder they smoke milder. That's how smokers can know
that the mild, ripe tobaccos Chesterfield buys from me
and hundreds of other farmers will taste better, smoke
cooler and much milder.

—39 12 15

CLEMSON
THEATRE

That's why I've smoked Chesterfield for 15 years.

CLEMSON, S. C.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
APRIL 21-22
Bing Crosby in

'Riding High'
*
MONDAY, TUESDAY
APRIL 24-25
Alfred Hitchcocks

'Sfagefrighf
*

WED.-THURS.
APRIL 26-27

'Conspirator'
Robert Taylor
Elizabeth Taylor
*
OPEN EVERY DAY
1P.E

COMFORTABLE! GOOD LOOKING

ARROW

"Dude Ranch" Sports Shirts
Short Sleeves $4.50 Long Sleeves $5
For that next square dance, for picnics, for
sitting in the bleachers, you'll be most comfortable, and look your casual best in one of
Arrow's smart "Dude Ranch" shirts. Bold
plaids and checks in sturdy, washable cotton.
They're honeys!

•
Watch For

'Yellow (ab Man'
Coming Soon

ARROWSHIRTS
UNDERWEAR

.

HANDKERCHIEFS

•

& TIES

SPORTS SHIRTS
0>>«tehit990,l)»i-n&MraaTtaMco<a

HESTERFIELD

THE BEST
CIGARETTE FOR
YOU TO SMOKE

